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Although mobile context instrumentation frameworks have simplified the development of mobile context-aware applications, it remains challenging to test such applications. In this paper, we present TestAWARE that enables developers to systematically test context-aware applications in laboratory settings. To achieve this, TestAWARE is able to download, replay and emulate contextual data on either physical devices or emulators. To support both white-box and black-box testing, TestAWARE has been implemented as a novel structure with a mobile client and code library. In black-box testing scenarios, developers can manage data replay through the mobile client, without writing testing scripts or modifying the source code of the targeted application. In white-box testing scenarios, developers can manage data replay and test functional/non-functional properties of the targeted application by writing testing scripts using the code library. We evaluated TestAWARE by quantifying its maximal data replay speed, and by conducting a user study with 13 developers. We show that TestAWARE can overcome data synchronisation challenges, and found that PC-based emulators can replay data significantly faster than physical smartphones and tablets. The user study highlights the usefulness of TestAWARE in the systematic testing of mobile context-aware applications in laboratory settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets now embed a variety of sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS and magnetometer) that can provide context-aware services to increasingly large user bases. Driven by the richness of heterogeneous data and machine learning algorithms, context-aware applications are becoming increasingly popular across a variety of domains, including quantified self [27], urban sensing and e-health. To simplify the development of mobile context-aware applications, researchers have designed several techniques to manipulate contextual data from different sources on either physical devices or device emulators. Based on a novel architecture that allows developers to test mobile applications on a server using recorded sensor data such as GPS coordinates and acceleration.

Despite these efforts, developers may still struggle with the lack of suitable datasets for testing. To overcome the lack of such datasets, researchers have designed several techniques to manipulate contextual data for testing specific applications. For instance, CRASHDROID [30] is a specialised tool for reproducing and replaying bug reports of applications for testing. Similarly, to confirm whether mobile crowdsourcing applications trigger questions in the correct context, one proposed approach is the integration of real-time, historical and simulated data to construct the intended context [17]. Similar work [24] can create data for testing specific applications. For instance, CRASHDROID [30] is a specialised tool for reproducing and replaying bug reports of applications for testing. Similarly, to confirm whether mobile crowdsourcing applications trigger questions in the correct context, one proposed approach is the integration of real-time, historical and simulated data to construct the intended context [17].

For instance, using any combination of extant tools, developers cannot replay online historical data to test applications on physical devices or emulators. Even if a combination of tools supports the testing of an application, developers have to conduct multiple rounds of testing using each tool. Most importantly, none of existing tools provide the support of white-box testing. Without such support, developers can hardly locate and fix bugs in the source code. To address this issue, we have developed TestAWARE, a laboratory-oriented tool for testing mobile context-aware applications. The tool can download, replay and construct contextual data from different sources on either physical devices or device emulators. Based on a novel architecture consisting of a mobile client and code library, it supports both black-box and white-box testing, and testing of functional/non-functional properties. Testers can conduct different types of testing, depending on their actual requirements and resources. In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

1. Conceptually, we identify a gap between existing testing tools and the requirements for laboratory-based testing of mobile context-aware applications. Existing tools raise a significant number of challenges which impede effective and efficient testing of mobile context-aware applications in laboratory settings.

2. To overcome the identified challenges, we propose TestAWARE, a laboratory-oriented testing tool that supports the testing of mobile context-aware applications by constructing the intended context and examining functional/non-functional properties. Unlike prior work supporting only one type of
testing. TestAWARE aims at a wide variety of mobile context-aware applications and testing scenarios, by incorporating heterogeneous data (i.e., sensory data, events and audio), multiple data sources (i.e., online, local and manipulated data), black-box/white-box testing, functional/non-functional property examination and the environments of device/emulator.

3. We quantify the maximal replay speed of sensory, event and audio data for testing scenarios where testers want to efficiently conduct a testing task with longitudinal datasets (e.g., maximising the replay speed for sensory data collected across multiple months or years). We show that our tool can take advantage of PC-based emulators to replay data significantly faster than actual smartphones and tablets.

4. We evaluate our tool in a user study with 13 professional mobile application developers. The results highlight the strengths of our tool for testing mobile context-aware applications in laboratory settings.

2 RELATED WORK

The development of context-aware computing systems was one of the key challenges of Ubiquitous Computing [25]. At present, there exists a plethora of context management frameworks to develop mobile context-aware applications, e.g., AWARE [10], EmotionSense [23] and SDCF [4]. However, we observe that testing techniques and tools for context-aware systems have lagged behind the state-of-the-art in context-aware computing technology [16]. Muccini et al. [21] identified several challenges of mobile context-awareness testing, e.g., rich data sources, lack of testing tools and hardware difference. Testing tools need data to reconstruct the context where context-aware applications operate. Just as understanding user intent without explicit user input is challenging [8], it remains difficult and expensive to test mobile context-aware applications without relevant contextual data and data management tools [17]. In this section, we first summarise relevant work that addresses these problems. Then we identify the gap between the state of arts and the need in testing mobile context-aware application.

2.1 Testing Mobile Context-Aware Applications

Typically, the manufacturers of mobile operating systems provide basic software development kits (SDK) to support testing. For example, Android has a testing tool called Monkey [3] which can generate user interface (UI) events and certain system-level events. Monkey is able to record emerging errors in the testing. Similarly, Android also offers an automated testing tool called Monkeyrunner [20] which allows developers to test applications without modification of the application source code.

Furthermore, developers and researchers have developed tools for testing more complex behaviours. For instance, the GUI crawler [1] can identify bugs by automatically simulating Android application executions. Similarly, Mosaic [13] is an Android-based record-and-replay tool to capture and replay user interactions across interfaces. Based on the AWARE [10] context-aware middleware, ContextViewer [6] is a visualisation and initial processing tool to help developers understand contextual datasets collected by AWARE. However, these testing tools, including industrial tools (e.g., Testdroid [14]), do not have the record-and-replay feature for contextual data.

Hence, a large body of work focuses on the features of creating or replaying context events. Amalfitano et al. [2] highlight that mobile applications can be tested by event-based techniques with the consideration of both context and UI events. Tonjes et al. [28] present a semi-automated method for test case generation and test case execution. Specific values of contextual data can be automatically created for each test case. RERAN [11] is an Android-based record-and-replay tool to collect low-level data streams such as UI events and hardware sensor data. Although it can record data from various Android sensors such as accelerometer, it is unable to capture GPS information because GPS is a stand-alone service in Android. KnowMe [9] is a tool that can replay data collected by AWARE. It allows testers to specify the speed of replay. However, it only works on PCs and can only fetch data from online databases of AWARE. MobiPlay [22] is a remote testing tool that allows developers to test Android applications using recorded datasets such as GPS and accelerometer. MobiPlay runs these applications on a remote server. The MobiPlay client on mobile devices acts as the GUI of
the targeted applications. A limitation of MobiPlay is that developers cannot use datasets of other middleware from online sources or device storage. Also, developers cannot launch tests without a specialised server.

If the intended context is uncommon for a mobile device to capture, generic testing or record-and-replay tools cannot provide effective support in testing. Hence, researchers have built a number of specialised tools. Griebe and Gruhn [12] present a model-based testing method that generates an appropriately selected group of test cases according to system design models. CRASHDROID [30] is a specialised tool to reproduce and replay bug reports for testing. Also, Roalter et al. [24] propose a development tool to create, test and simulate interactions between mobile devices and ubiquitous smart infrastructures such as smart home.

However, functional-testing tools and techniques which also support the testing of non-functional properties (e.g., energy consumption, machine learning accuracy and processing speed) of applications are non-existent. The feature of testing non-functional properties is crucial because mobile devices have limited computing resources. For example, it is necessary to balance power consumption and classification accuracy for mobile context-aware applications [7]. Although several specialised tools, such as the power estimation IDE (integrated development environment) [19] and FOREPOST [18], focus on performance, it is a significant burden for developers to test functionalities and each property of an application using multiple tools.

2.2 The Gap to the Need for Mobile Context-Aware Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool/Method</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>B/W Box Testing</th>
<th>Non-functional</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monkey [3]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkeyrunner [20]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI crawler [1]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic [13]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Record</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContextViewer [6]</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testdroid [14]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Sensor, Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnowMe [9]</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobiPlay [22]</td>
<td>Sensor, Event</td>
<td>Record</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Sensor, Event</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Script</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREPOST [18]</td>
<td>Sensor, Event</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestAWARE</td>
<td>Sensor, Event</td>
<td>Online, Local, Script</td>
<td>B/W</td>
<td>ML, PS, PC</td>
<td>D/E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summarising the capabilities of existing tools and methods, Table 1 frames TestAWARE in relation to the state of the art using a number of criteria:

1. **Data type**: mobile context-aware applications may collect and process various kinds of data, including hardware sensory data, software data, human input, audio and video [10]. We found that half of previous work only focused on a single data type. Also, replaying audio and video data during testing is rare in the literature. An ideal testing tool should support a wide range of data types to meet requirements of different applications.

2. **Data source**: test cases are based on testing data. For simple low-dimensional context, developers can easily generate and record ad-hoc data. For example, the battery charging status of a smartphone can be changed by connecting or disconnecting the USB cable on a computer. However, for rare or multi-dimensional context, developers may not have the opportunity to conduct systematic and exhaustive testing across the intended context. In these cases, developers can resort to re-using historical or manipulating data by writing a script. However, all existing tools only support one such way of obtaining testing data. This poses a crucial challenge for developers to reuse existing datasets. Even, some record-and-replay testing tools do not accept data from other sources. Therefore, a tool allowing multiple data sources can enable the testing of applications aiming at uncommon context and can significantly simplify the testing process.

3. **Black/white-box testing**: in the software testing process, developers normally use both two methods, black-box testing and white-box testing, to test an application. Many existing provide neither method, and the remainder of tools focus only on black-box testing, which can only provide functional feedback. Our search did not identify a single white-box testing tool for mobile context-aware applications, even though white-box testing is very important in software development. This is because black-box testing only verifies whether a software can achieve its functional objectives, but cannot ensure that all the possible states of software are valid. Using these tools alone, developers do not have any support to examine internal behaviours of their context-aware applications. Hence, providing both methods of testing is a necessary requirement for a testing tool.

4. **Non-functional testing**: non-functional properties play a crucial role in the practical use of applications. For mobile context-aware applications, testing tools should support 3 aspects which are closely related to user experience: machine learning performance, processing speed and power consumption [7]. Despite the existence of specialised testing tools, very few support this kind of testing.

5. **Environment**: during testing, developers may need to examine the states of applications that correctly operate on physical devices. Also, the measurement of processing speed requires the environment of physical devices. When developers do not have access to specific physical devices (e.g., having certain screen sizes or OS versions), they must rely on emulators. For this requirement, testing tools must support both device and emulator environments, rather than only executing tests on source code using a server or PC. Approximately half of existing tools and methods do not provide this feature.

Our analysis highlights the state of the art in mobile context-aware testing tools, and shows that there exist significant challenges in the testing of mobile context-aware applications, as also reported in literature [17]. We argue that the requirements for a testing tool for mobile context-aware applications are to support all the different testing scenarios from the criteria. The comparison across existing tools highlights a gap in the state of the art: none of them aim to work as a holistic tool for the complete testing process on diverse mobile context-aware applications and testing types. For instance, using any combination of existing tools, developers cannot use online historical data to test applications on physical devices or emulators. Even if a combination of tools supports the testing of an application, developers have to run multiple rounds of testing using each tool. Most importantly, prior work ignores the support of white-box testing. With existing tools, developers can hardly locate and fix bugs in the source code. Hence, our research addresses this gap in literature by developing TestAWARE to match the requirements set out in Table 1.
3 FUNCTIONALITY

Before describing the technical details of our system, we first present a high-level overview of how our system functions, and how it supports developers in testing mobile context-aware applications in laboratory settings. To simplify our description, and make it more concrete, we consider a scenario where a developer is testing a mobile application that performs real-time fall detection (i.e., the application detects whether the phone user falls down or not. It does not report a fall if the phone itself drops from the user.) on the phone. The application is programmed to send an email to a caregiver every time a fall event is detected by the phone.

The main challenge that the developer faces in testing this application is the effort that it takes to test it in realistic settings. Every time the application algorithm is tweaked or improved, new tests need to be conducted to ensure that the application works well in detecting fall events. Typically, a developer would compile a new version of their application, install it on a phone, and then conduct physical tests where they drop the phone under a variety of conditions (e.g., drop from the hand, fall down with the phone in the pocket, etc.). This testing regime is also representative of the practices of researchers who develop context-aware applications.

TestAWARE provides developers the ability to fuse simulated, historical, and real-time data in their testing regime [17] (Fig. 1). These can be combined to “reconstruct” the intended context within which their application should be tested. This context can be recreated on a physical device, or a device emulator.

![Fig. 1. TestAWARE supports the fusion of real-time, historical, and simulated data during testing.](image)

3.1 Context Data Preparation

The first step in using our tool, is that the developer needs to capture, download or generate contextual data. This data should reflect the conditions where the targeted application will be tested. In our scenario, the developer needs to record new data or download historical data from all relevant sensors, when the phone is dropped under a variety of circumstances. Therefore, the developer needs to orchestrate and record human fall events, as well as likely false-positive events (e.g., the phone dropping from a user’s hand). Many kinds of context middleware, such as AWARE, can be used to record the relevant sensor data (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope), and the data needs to be stored in an AWARE-compatible format (i.e., records with timestamps).

We note that developers can also create simulated sensor values, for example simulated accelerometer values or constant sensor values. This approach of using simulated data may be helpful in cases where rare or specific events need to be emulated. Developers can construct synthesised contextual data using the TestAWARE library. In our scenario, the developer could, for instance, create a for-loop that samples values...
3.2 Black-box Testing

To conduct black-box testing of the application, the next step will be to configure the TestAWARE client. The developer should install the client and the application in the testing environment (e.g., phone or emulator).

Next, the TestAWARE client needs data details before it replays data. To achieve this, the developer should indicate where the context data is stored (either online or in local storage). According to the AWARE-compatible data format, a single file or database table represents data for a single sensor. Therefore, the developer needs to indicate the database table or local file that contains the contextual data to be replayed, and then the TestAWARE client fetches all data to make sure it is available locally for the tests.

Subsequently, the developer needs to define in the TestAWARE client a replay task: this is a definition of what sensor data should be replayed, and the timestamp range. A replay task is analogous to a set of test cases. A developer may define multiple replay tasks: some replay tasks may include more sensors that others, and different replay tasks can use different context data files. For instance, in our scenario the developer could create one replay task that uses only the accelerometer values the developer has previously recorded; another replay task can use both accelerometer and gyroscope. Additionally, the developer could create a replay task that uses accelerometer and gyroscope values captured in a lab setting, while another replay task could be defined to use the values captured from a bedroom. If an application needs a sensor to operate, but that sensor is not included in a replay task, then the device uses data from the actual physical sensor.

Finally, the developer needs to begin execution of a replay task on the TestAWARE client, and define the replay speed. Once the replay has started, the developer switches to the targeted application, and observes/monitors its behaviour. In black-box testing we would assume that the application outputs results either into a database, or perhaps via debug messages. Once the replay task is finished, the developer needs to inspect the output of the application, and identify problems or errors. In our scenario, the developer could simply inspect the timestamps when his application detected a fall event.

3.3 White-box Testing

If the developer wishes to conduct white-box testing of the application, the next step will be to import the TestAWARE library into the application. The developer then needs to edit the source code of this application to define, configure, and control the replay tasks that are desired. Effectively, the developer needs to programmatically configure the TestAWARE client for data replay. The reason for programmatic configuration is to enhance automation, and facilitate repeatable tests. Ideally, this code would appear in the application when it is ready to start processing sensor values.

There are additional changes to the source code that the developer can make, to improve testing. First, the developer can add assertions that the TestAWARE library provides. These assertions will be communicated, at runtime, to the TestAWARE client, and help the developer identify bugs. In our scenario, the developer would add such an assertion after a fall is detected, and indicate: a brief description of the assertion (e.g., "React to fall"), the expected value (e.g., "Message to caregiver is sent") and the actual value (e.g., "Message to caregiver is not sent"). This assertion helps the developer test whether the application responds as expected to context. After the tests are complete, the developer can inspect all assertions that were logged during the test, to identify problems in the behaviour of the application.

Second, TestAWARE allows source code modifications to facilitate the evaluation of applications to use machine learning assertions. This functionality is meant to help developers verify that modifications to their machine learning code have resulted in higher accuracy during the tests. The developer needs to make sure that the replayed data has ground-truth labels. These labels are created during the Data Preparation phase, and they need to reflect the desirable behaviour of the application. For example, in our scenario the developer would include "FALL" labels with the captured accelerometer values. Then, the developer would edit the source code that processes each new incoming accelerometer values, and add an assertion using the
TestAWARE library. The assertion would compare the output of the application’s machine learning classification (e.g. “FALL” or “NO-FALL”) versus the ground truth label that is included in the replayed data. In case where the context recognition is not classification but a regression, the assertion compares the expected value (ground truth label) versus the predicted value (as predicted by the application).

Third, the developer can insert a code snippet while the application launches, to enable **energy consumption profiling**. This code snippet informs the TestAWARE client of the sensor energy specifications of the handset that is tested. In our scenario, the developer would create a snippet that: defines the “Nexus 5” as the handset; indicates “Accelerometer” (one of the sensor names being replayed); indicates the sensing delay (e.g. “Normal”, as specified by Android documentation); and indicates the expected power consumption per hour (e.g. “0.4 mAh per hour”). The expected power consumption may be defined according to the developer’s expectations, or perhaps the hardware specifications of sensors (although those tend to be inaccurate).

Finally, the developer can perform **processing speed profiling** by calling functions provided by the TestAWARE library. These functions are meant to be called before and after a time-consuming operation takes place, such as regression or classification. The developer can assign each measurement a label so that multiple modules in the code can be measured without conflict. The functions are used to measure the time that it takes for the operation to complete, and they communicate these results, in real time, to the TestAWARE client. In our scenario, the developer would add this pair of statements around the line of code that initiates classification when new accelerometer sensor values arrive. The developer would then see in the TestAWARE client the average and worst-case durations recorded during the test.

### 4 FUNCTIONALITY

TestAWARE consists of a mobile client and code library, as shown in Fig. 2. We will detail the functions, usage scenarios and design trade-offs of each component in the following subsections. Although TestAWARE aims at the testing only on the Android platform due to its popularity, this architecture can be deployed to build similar testing tools on other platforms, such as iOS and Windows.

As suggested by previous work [9,10], we implement both the mobile client and code library for the Android platform. The purpose of TestAWARE is to facilitate the testing of different mobile context-aware applications. Our main objective is to minimise the reliance on testing that requires the end-users of targeted applications. Conceptually, TestAWARE is able obtain and replay “context”, and thus provide a reliable and repeatable setting for testing context-aware applications.

Before replaying contextual data, developers should collect relevant datasets either from online sources or from the device storage using local providers. Developers can also generate synthetic data programmatically using the data manipulator. Once contextual data is available, the developer can replay it using the data replayer, while in parallel the energy evaluator estimates the energy consumption of each sensor involved in the replay. Both the client user interface and command API (Application Programming Interface) of the code library provide replay control.

In black-box testing, developers cannot modify the targeted application. Hence, the targeted application receives and processes data, and remains ignorant of the presence of the TestAWARE client and code library. In this case, the targeted application outputs results as usual, and developers have to analyse these results through the functionality of the targeted application (e.g., monitoring the user interface, or inspecting the database of the targeted application), because the application does not send the results to the TestAWARE client.

TestAWARE allows developers to perform white-box testing by importing the code library into the targeted application. In this case, a context-aware module in the targeted application can output results to the result recorder of the TestAWARE client. Then the machine learning evaluator can generate performance analysis based on the recorded results. In addition, developers can make use of the processing speed evaluator to record the time of executions. Similar to other white-box testing methods, the limitation is that the testing requires modification in the source code of the targeted application.
TestAWARE’s architecture entailed several design decisions and trade-offs. In turn, these were guided by the requirements we had set out for our tool. In Table 2 we describe how our requirements (from Table 1) were mapped to design choices in TestAWARE’s architecture.

![TestAWARE Architecture Diagram]

**Fig. 2.** TestAWARE architecture. The Client and Code Library are used to test the Targeted Application.

### 4.1 TestAWARE Client

The TestAWARE client is an Android application for mobile devices. It can also run on PC-based device emulators. During testing, the client runs simultaneously with the targeted application. The client user interface provides developers with testing data, replay data and read non-functional performance results. The client supports developers to conduct black-box testing on physical devices and emulators. Since developers cannot modify source code in the black-box testing, deploying a client running with the targeted application is the only viable approach. Fig. 3 shows screenshots of the client user interface during testing. Note that developers can also write scripts using the code library to automate the same tasks.

**4.1.1 Data Downloader.** The data downloader allows developers to test applications with data replayed by the device, using existing online datasets such as an AWARE database. For example, developers can use online datasets from previous projects or experiments. Specifically, developers can specify credentials for a database (including database host, username, password, data table and timestamp period). Thus, the data downloader can download the respective dataset completely or partly to the device according to the user specifications.
Table 2. Mapping from requirements to design choices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Design Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support the replay of heterogeneous data</td>
<td>Incorporate support for sensory, event and audio data in data downloader, local provider, data manipulator and data replayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow multiple sources for testing data</td>
<td>Support online data by data downloader; support local data from device storage by local provider; support manipulated data by data manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support black-box testing</td>
<td>Replay data using the inter-process communication (Android Intent) in line with data collection of applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support white-box testing</td>
<td>Provide APIs for commands and audio data transmission using a code library in Java’s JAR package, which the targeted application can import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable non-functional testing</td>
<td>Include evaluators for machine learning performance, processing speed and power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support testing on physical devices and emulators</td>
<td>Deploy the client as an Android application that runs with the targeted application; replay the data with a suitable number of threads (i.e., the number of available CPU cores)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The TestAWARE client UI can be used to manage datasets and replay tasks.

Publication date: September 2017.
To replay online data, the data downloader first downloads the data to its local storage. In contrast, KnowMe [9] simply fetches online data on the fly during the replay. Although downloading all the data may take a long time, developers can reuse the downloaded data if they need to replay data again. Another advantage of downloading is that the replay of downloaded data can stay uninterrupted by network faults.

**4.1.2 Local Provider.** To test applications with data already recorded on the device, developers can use a local provider to include such data in the replay. A typical scenario can be that developers first record some data on the phone using the targeted application or a middleware such as AWARE, and then they replay the data in the testing with the help of the local provider. Similar to data downloading, developers need to input file path, table name and timestamp period.

In Android application development, there are two options to copy local data: using a content provider or file stream. However, Android requires reading and writing permissions for each specific content provider when the data-processing application (e.g., TestAWARE) is developed. We are not able to know the details of these content providers since they are different across each testing task. Comparatively, it is easier for applications to read and write local data using a file stream, because Android only asks for a general permission "<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />". TestAWARE copies local data files to its own folder. Then developers can include the local data during testing.

**ALGORITHM 1: Concurrent Data Replay**

**INPUT:** a dataset with nonempty data sources in the replay \( D=\{d[0], d[1], \ldots, d[n]\} \), speed multiple \( v \)

**BEGIN:**

1: \( \text{foreach data source } d[i] \text{ do in parallel} \)
2: \( \text{finished}[i] \leftarrow \text{false} \)
3: \( \text{if } d[i] \text{ is audio then} \)
4: \( \text{goto line 20} \)
5: \( \text{else} \)
6: \( \text{set data instance } I[\text{current}] \text{ as the first data instance of } d[i] \)
7: \( \text{send } I[\text{current}] \)
8: \( \text{if } d[i] \text{ has next instance } I[\text{next}] \text{ then} \)
9: \( \text{set } t \text{ as the time difference between } I[\text{current}] \text{ and } I[\text{next}] \)
10: \( \text{wait } t/v \)
11: \( I[\text{current}] \leftarrow I[\text{next}] \)
12: \( \text{goto line 7} \)
13: \( \text{else} \)
14: \( \text{finished}[i] \leftarrow \text{true} \)
15: \( \text{while for all integer } j, -1<j<n+1, \text{ finished}[j] \text{ is true do} \)
16: \( \text{goto END} \)
17: \( \text{end while} \)
18: \( \text{end if} \)
19: \( \text{end if} \)
20: \( \text{set frame } F[\text{current}] \text{ as the first frame of } d[i] \)
21: \( \text{send } F[\text{current}] \text{ via each channel of } d[i] \)
22: \( \text{if } d[i] \text{ has next frame } F[\text{next}] \text{ then} \)
23: \( \text{set } s \text{ as the sample rate of } d[i] \)
24: \( \text{wait } 1/(s\times v) \text{ second} \)
25: \( F[\text{current}] \leftarrow F[\text{next}] \)
26: \( \text{goto line 21} \)
27: \( \text{else} \)
28: \( \text{goto line 14} \)
29: \( \text{end if} \)
30: \( \text{end for} \)

**END**
4.1.3 Data Replayer. Unlike prior work [9], the data replayer of TestAWARE only replays localised data (i.e., downloaded data or data recorded on the device) to avoid the effects of unstable network connection. Also, localised data can be reused in different testing tasks. To carefully examine software details or accelerate the testing for longitudinal datasets, developers can specify replay speeds that are slower or faster than the real-time clock. The data replayer concurrently replays data from each data source using a suitable number of threads (i.e., equal to the number of CPU cores in the current environment). To synchronise sensor values, events, and audio files during replay, we have developed a concurrent algorithm whose pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.

We have implemented the data replay module using the java.util.concurrent package provided by Java 8. TestAWARE schedules all the data sources selected by developers using a ScheduledExecutorService, which considers each data source as a scheduling task. To replay data at the speed set by developers, this service schedules tasks periodically by recalculating the timestamp using the predefined replay speed. To maximise the efficiency in replay, the service detects the number of cores on CPUs and spawns the same number of threads. Once a task replays all the data from a data source, the service will finish the task and give resources to other ongoing tasks. For audio data, TestAWARE accepts Waveform Audio File Format (WAV format) with one channel. Unlike other sensory data and events, audio data is a stream of frames. For example, the sample rate of WAV is normally 44100 Hz. In practical replay, we found that sending every sample per time is a significant burden (44100 executions per second) for devices or emulators. To solve this problem, we create a buffer to send every 441 samples per cycle, which means 100 executions per second. This strategy substantially reduces the computational cost for audio data replay.

4.1.4 Result Recorder. Allowing for modifications of the source code in a white-box testing regime, the targeted application can output results to the TestAWARE client. The result recorder collects and stores this output on the device for further analysis. Developers can insert code into the source code to verify the internal behaviours of the targeted applications. For example, a line of text output code can effectively test whether the program runs into a branch under specific conditions. Developers can also record debugging output information or assertions to compare the actual values and expected values in the white-box testing. This feature is useful when developers want to evaluate machine learning modules. The result recorder can capture each prediction from the machine learning algorithm, and each ground-truth value from one of the data sources. Then, the machine learning evaluator compares the two groups of outputs and generates the analysis results. Furthermore, the result recorder can record real-time output for the processing speed calculator to analyse the real-time performance of the targeted application.

4.1.5 Machine Learning Evaluator. The accuracy of context recognition is an important requirement in the development of context-aware applications. However, evaluating machine learning algorithms in these applications is non-trivial. First, there are many kinds of the learning problems involved in these applications, including binary classification, multiclass classification, regression, hard clustering, soft clustering and so on. Second, datasets of these applications may contain data labels with different frequency. This is a challenge in the analysis of machine learning performance.

Suppose a dataset contains \( N \) raw data instances \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_N\} \). The machine learning algorithm may directly use these data instances as input, serving as a function \( f: X \to Y \), where \( Y \) is the output space of classification or regression. If the dataset also contains the ground truth \( y_i \) in \( Y \), corresponding to each raw data instance \( x_i \), the machine learning evaluator can easily assess performance by comparing the output of the algorithm \( \hat{Y} \) and the ground truth \( Y \) given by the dataset.

However, it is conceivable that a machine learning algorithm of a targeted application may filter raw data or transform it into another form (e.g., using feature extraction methods) to construct input which is not actually in the historical dataset. Additionally, the dataset may only contain \( Y_{sub} \) which misses some values from the complete ground truth sequence \( Y \) (i.e., \( Y_{sub} \subseteq Y \)). In these cases, it is challenging to correctly match each ground truth value of the dataset with the output of the machine learning algorithm. Hence, assuming the ground truth appears later than the triggering context (e.g., when using Experience Sampling Method [15], to collect ground truth labels), we propose an output matching algorithm which operates together with the
machine learning algorithm within the targeted application. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of this algorithm. Note that developers have to indicate the maximal possible time difference between the last raw data instance and the ground truth label by specifying the delay tolerance $T$ in seconds. Both $\hat{Y}$ and $Y$ are saved by the result recorder.

**ALGORITHM 2:** Output Matching Algorithm

**INPUT:** machine learning algorithm $f$, a dataset with raw data instances $X = \{x[1], \ldots, x[N]\}$ and ground truth sequence $Y$ (it is uncertain whether this sequence is complete), empty sequence $\hat{Y}$, delay tolerance $T$ in real-time clock

**OUTPUT:** output value $\hat{Y}$, where $\hat{y}_i$ is considered to be corresponding to $y_i$ in $Y$

**BEGIN**:

1: while $Y$ has next instance $y$[next] do
2:    set $T_y$ as the timestamp of $y$[next] 
3:    while $X$ has next instance $x$[next] do
4:        set $T_x$ as the timestamp of $x$[next]
5:        input $x$[next] into $f$
6:        if $T_x > T_y$ then
7:            add NULL into $\hat{Y}$
8:            break
9:        end if
10:       if $f$ generates output $\hat{y}$ then
11:           if $T_y - T_x < T$ then
12:              add $\hat{y}$ into $\hat{Y}$
13:           break
14:       end if
15:    end while
16: end while
17: output $\hat{Y}$

**END**

For white-box testing, the machine learning evaluator uses the results captured by the result recorder to assesses accuracy. For classification tasks based on supervised or unsupervised learning algorithms, the machine learning evaluator measures prediction accuracy by comparing the output values to the ground truth in the dataset. For classification problems, the machine learning evaluator further measures the precision and recall of each class, as shown in Fig. 4a. For regression problems, the machine learning evaluator measures the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE). The machine learning evaluator tracks performance during the whole period of data replay. Thus, developers can gain insights about the impact of increasing data amount on the machine learning performance.

4.1.6 **Energy Evaluator.** The energy evaluator, together with the machine learning evaluator, supports developers in balancing the tradeoff between power cost and the accuracy of context recognition. Similar to the sensor-trace method proposed in [19], developers can provide a sensor power model for a specific device. Based on this model, the energy evaluator estimates the power consumption by calculating the usage of each sensor with the sensing frequency in the replayed dataset. Fig. 4b shows an example of the output. If developers do not have such a model, they can refer to hardware manufacturers using AWARE.

4.1.7 **Processing Speed Evaluator.** For real-time sensing applications, computation time is a critical measure of an execution. For example, slow processing speed decreases the user experience of a context-aware UI. Hence, the TestAWARE library enables developers to measure and record the execution time of intensive tasks (e.g., machine learning) during white-box testing. Before and after the software module code in the targeted application, the developer can call related functions provided by the TestAWARE library. To measure multiple modules without conflicts, the developer can assign each measurement a label. After the test is complete, the TestAWARE client visualises the average and worst durations for the developer to view (Fig. 4c).
Fig. 4. Screenshots of the TestAWARE client showing: a) machine learning evaluation results. The developer can choose which class label is of interest (e.g., "Outdoor"), and view the precision and recall performance (y-axis). The x-axis shows the sequence of ground truth labels during the test; b) the energy consumption profiling; c) the processing speed profiling.

4.2 TestAWARE Code Library

The TestAWARE code library is a Java JAR package. Developers can import this package into the targeted application for white-box testing and non-functional testing. They can also use this code library as standalone to generate and record simulated context. The code library provides significant flexibility during testing because developers can insert the code anywhere inside the targeted application, or even in the code of other applications. The only requirement is that the code from the code library can be executed in the same environment (i.e., device or emulator) as the TestAWARE client. However, a drawback is that developers without Java coding skills (e.g., front-end designers) cannot make use of functions in the code library.

4.2.1 Command API. The command API offers controls provided in the UI of the TestAWARE client, including downloading data, replay data and stopping replay. By writing simple code snippets using the command API, developers are able to automate the processes of dataset download and launch/stop data replaying in white-box testing. Compared to using the client in black-box testing, the command API is more suitable for large-scale testing involving a large number of devices or emulators. To make use of the command API, developers must import the code library into the targeted application.

During the initialisation of the targeted application, the application’s source code and the commands written by developers are executed together by the device or emulator. Then the commands send messages to the TestAWARE client for the data replay. Thus, the targeted application can start to process the contextual data sent from the TestAWARE client.

To check the internal behaviours of the targeted application, developers can write output commands and assertions inside the source code, for example, a loop or a branch. Output and assertion results are recorded by the result recorder, as illustrated before.
In non-functional testing, the command API provides commands to record machine learning predictions and the execution time in nanoseconds. Also, to estimate power consumption, developers can use the related commands to build a power model for a device.

4.2.2 Data Manipulator. The data manipulator enables developers to quickly simulate intended context (e.g., a fabricated application crash or battery low event) by generating synthetic (i.e., simulated) data. Except audio data, developers can manipulate any type of sensory data and Android event, using the functions provided in the data manipulator. Then, the data manipulator creates and stores these values in the local storage of TestAware on the device or emulator. In either black-box or white-box testing, the TestAware client can replay this synthetic data in the same way it replays historical datasets in local providers.

Using the data manipulator, developers can efficiently simulate their intended context without recording values from a realistic context or obtaining a historical dataset. For example, healthcare application developers can create a set of fake GPS coordinates to test whether their applications can find the nearest hospitals. Unlike previous work [12] generating values using a specific tool, the data manipulator is a chunk of reusable Java code. This means that developers can conduct the simulation of intended context at any time in the testing. Developers may use the data manipulator to generate some new contextual data depending on the initial output of the targeted application. For example, when a smart home application detects that the user is coming home, developers can simulate different indoor temperatures to test whether the air-conditioner is turned on.

4.2.3 Data Receiving API. The data receiving API is only for audio data replay. For AWARE-compatible hardware sensory data and raw Android events, the data collection and transmission process of the target application bears no difference to real-world scenarios. However, due to the specificity of microphone data stream, TestAware cannot override the microphone hardware to replay audio data. Consequently, the targeted application can only receive replayed audio streams using the data receiving API of the code library in white-box testing. Based on the data receiving API, developers can include audio as a data source in the replay to construct the intended context during testing.

4.3 Data Fusion Support
TestAware is able to replay datasets in the formats of AWARE-compatible hardware sensory data, raw Android events and audio files. Although developers can replay historical data to test applications processing different types of data, it may be still difficult to construct the intended context based on historical data only [17]. Fusing real-time, historical and simulated data is an effective way to construct context in more cases [17].

In TestAware, we implemented this idea for the construction of more sophisticated context, as shown in Fig. 5. Because TestAware does not change the way that the targeted application collects data, the targeted
application still considers replayed data as real-time data. Thus, the targeted application can simultaneously receive data from TestAWARE and hardware sensors. If developers want to test applications using manipulated data, they can create and store such data before testing. Since manipulated data is replayed by the data replayer during testing, TestAWARE supports the fusion of the manipulated, historical and real-time data.

Hence, developers can leverage data fusion to construct sophisticated context by combining replayed data and real-time data. For example, to test a battery monitoring application that recommends the closest phone-charging location depending on the current location, developers can replay a fabricated battery low event and use the actual (i.e., real-time) location coordinates such as GPS. Note that developers should set the data replay speed to real clock (i.e., 1x speed) if they include real-time data into the data fusion.

5 EVALUATION

For the purposes of evaluation, we have decided to use both quantitative and qualitative measures. We first discuss the deployment of the output matching algorithm, and then we quantify the maximal speed of data replay. Finally, we evaluate the usefulness of TestAWARE in a user study with 13 professional mobile application developers.

5.1 Selecting Delay Tolerance

The key aspect of our tool is its data synchronisation during replay, and it is especially important to assess how this works with “messy” real-world data and labels. Our output matching algorithm requires a parameter delay tolerance T to match each machine learning output and the corresponding ground truth label. Developers have to specify this tolerance empirically in their code snippet, depending on the characteristics of the dataset and the process of context recognition.

For example, in the field study in [29], the machine learning problem is to predict, every time the user unlocks their phone, whether the user is going to start a new task or continue their previous task. In this dataset, the ground truth labels (“NEW_TASK” vs. “CONTINUE_TASK”) were collected by explicitly asking the users after they had unlocked their phone. As a result, the ground truth labels appear after the actual unlocking event, and this delay varies considerably due to inconsistent human labelling (Fig. 6). Hence, the ground truth labels have imprecise timing in this case.

In addition, the performance of the classifier (i.e., a constant classifier) during our testing can vary. For instance, we measured the time needed for our classifier to determine whether a user who just unlocked the phone intends to start a new task, or continue a previous task. The time needed by our classifier is shown in Fig. 7. This graph was constructed by visualising the values recorded by TestAWARE.

By comparing Fig. 6 and 7 we find that there is a discrepancy between when the ground truth label appears in the historical data, and when our classifier is able to validate its machine learning assertion during testing. We do not want to penalise the application for getting the timing of its prediction wrong, and therefore our Algorithm 2 allows for a Delay Tolerance to account for this discrepancy. In this case, we find that our classifier can take up to 0.678 ms to execute. At the same time, we find that some ground truth labels appear with delay of up to 100 seconds. Therefore, to correctly match our application’s machine learning output and the ground truth labels, we would set the delay tolerance to be slightly longer than the majority (e.g., 95%) of the observed time difference between our application’s machine learning output and the ground truth labels. This is approximately 5 seconds in our case.

5.2 Maximal Data Replay Speed

In the testing of context-aware applications with longitudinal data collection (e.g., chronic disease tracking), it is necessary for developers to replay a large amount of historical data in a short period. Hence, we quantify how fast TestAWARE can replay data. We selected 6 smartphones, 6 tablets and 4 PC-based emulators to replay sensor, event and audio data at the fastest speed. In the sensor data replay, we used one thread to
replay 10000 accelerometer readings, which is equivalent to about 1 minute of sensing with the highest fidelity. In the event data replay, we used one thread to replay 10000 ACTION_BATTERY_LOW events, which typically occur when the phone battery becomes low. For audio replay, we used one thread to replay a file in WAV format with one channel of 16-bit stream (sampling rate = 44.1 kHz, samples = 169529220).

5.2.1 Data Replay on Smartphone. First, we investigate the maximal replay speed on 6 off-the-shelf smartphones: LG Nexus 5 with Android 5.1.1, Samsung S6 Edge with Android 6.0.1, Motorola Moto G2 with Android 5.0.2, 2 × Motorola Moto G1 with Android 4.4.4 (G1-1 and G1-2), Motorola Moto G1 with Android 5.1 (G1-3).

Fig. 6. Delay between unlock event, and ground truth label in our historical data.

Fig. 7. The variation in the time needed by our classifier to make an inference.

Fig. 8 shows the maximal replay speed of audio on smartphones, in multiples compared to the original playback speed of the audio file. Results show that all these devices performed very differently. They were able to accelerate the replay speed to the range of 4.46 - 13.77 multiples. The best performance (13.77 on Nexus 5) was approximately triple the worst (4.46 on S6).

Fig. 9 depicts the maximal replay speed of sensor and event data on smartphones. Similar to audio replay, results show that devices performed very differently. All the handsets can replay at least 1000 instances of
either sensor or event data per second. Also, we observe that all the handsets replay events faster than sensor data. Except S6, the replay speed of events is significantly higher than that of sensor data.

### 5.2.2 Data Replay on Tablets

Next, we measured the maximal replay speed on 6 off-the-shelf tablets: Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro 8.4 with Android 4.4.2, 3 × Samsung Galaxy Tab4 10.1 with Android 5.0.2 (10.1-1, 10.1-2 and 10.1-3), 2 × Lenovo TAB3 7 with Android 6.0 (TAB 3 7-1 and TAB 3 7-2).
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Fig. 8. Maximal speed of replaying audio files on smartphones.
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Fig. 9. Maximal speed of replaying sensor data and events on smartphones.
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Fig. 10. Maximal speed of replaying audio files on tablets.
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Fig. 11. Maximal speed of replaying sensor data and events on tablets.

Fig. 10 shows the maximal replay speed of audio on tablets, in multiples compared to the original playback speed of the audio file. Results show that the performance significantly differed. These tablets were able to replay the audio file within the speed range of 4.61 - 11.91 multiples. Tab Pro 8.4 performed the best with 11.91 multiples. Identical models of Tab4 10.1 and TAB3 7 had similar performance.

Fig. 11 presents the maximal replay speed of sensor and event data on tablets. Results show that the performance of replaying sensor data and events greatly varied among different models of tablets. TAB3 7 had the lowest performance with less than 700 instances of sensor data per second and 900 event instances per second.
second. On other models, the performance was more than doubled: at least 1800 instances of sensor data per second and at least 1900 event instances per second.

5.2.3 Data Replay on Emulators. Finally, we measured the replay speed on a smartphone emulator (Nexus 5 with API 22) and a tablet emulator (Nexus 10 with API 22) using 2 PCs: Mac Mini with Intel i7 2.3GHz and MacBook Pro with Intel i5 2.7GHz. We allocated 2GB RAM, 500MB Android VM heap size and only one CPU to each emulator.

Fig. 12 shows the maximal replay speed of audio on emulators, in multiples compared to the original playback speed of the audio file. Results show that all these emulators performed similarly. They achieved the maximal replay speed to the range of 19.31 - 21.88 multiples. The best performance (21.88 on Nexus 10 MacBook) was slightly better than the worst (19.31 on Nexus 5 Mini).

Fig. 13 presents the maximal replay speed of sensor and event data on emulators. Results show that all the emulators can replay at least 3000 instances of sensor data per second. For the replay of events, all the emulators can achieve a much higher speed: over 6000 instances per second. Similar to audio replay, the performance of replaying sensor data and events slightly varied across emulator types (smartphone and tablet) and PC models.

5.3 User Study

To investigate the usefulness of TestAWARE, we conducted a user study with two real-world testing tasks. To select a suitable sample size of participants, widely accepted practices suggest 12 to 16 users [5]. Hence, we recruited 13 participants (3 females, 10 males, average age 25.8, average professional years 2.2). They were recruited through social media. All participants are professional programmers working in the industry of mobile software development for at least 1 year. The participants at least hold a bachelor’s degree in computer science or related areas. Each participant was compensated with a gift card equivalent to 10 EUR.

All participants were interviewed individually in our lab. For each interview, we first introduced TestAWARE to the participant. We described and explained the features of the mobile client on a smartphone and an emulator running on a PC. Then we showed them a demonstration where an Android application receives replayed data from the TestAWARE client both on the phone and emulator.

Next, we completed a hands-on training session. Participants were instructed on how to use all the features of the TestAWARE client and code library. They were provided with available datasets, a template Android application project, API syntax and code examples. This training session was completed within one hour.
After the training was complete, participants were given a real Android application project for two testing tasks. The targeted application collects sensor data to predict applications to be used, and is implemented based on the work described in [26]. The predictions are shown on the screen as application icons. Before the study, we tested the implemented application carefully. Then we intentionally inserted a bug to the source code as a functionality flaw. Regardless of predictions, this bug always wrongly displayed a group of icons.

The first testing task was black-box testing. The functionality of this application was introduced to participants. Participants were not familiar with the application’s inner implementation structure and details. Participants were asked to test the application using the TestAWARE client only. The second testing task was white-box testing. Full source code and reference publication [26] were given to participants. In this task, participants were allowed to use the TestAWARE code library with the client. Participants were asked to not only test the application functionality, but also assess its non-functional properties including machine learning performance, power consumption and processing speed. Participants were given unlimited time to finish the tasks.

After both testing tasks were completed, each participant answered a questionnaire with nine questions relating to the testing tasks and our tool. For each question, participants were instructed to give a score on a scale from 0 (strong disagreement) to 100 (strong agreement). During the subsequent interview, we also asked each participant to explain their scores.

### 5.3.1 Results

The results in Table 3 show the numbers of participants according to their states towards the flaw for each stage. After black-box testing, 7 developers reported the flaw about icons because they found that the icons did not change during the whole process of data replay. However, 6 developers could not report this flaw because they thought that, even if the icons did not change, they may reflect correct predictions corresponding to the data replay. After white-box testing, all developers reported the flaw because they used run-time assertions to check the details of the program. Based on the results of assertions, they all correctly located the bug in the source code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Before Testing</th>
<th>After Black-Box Testing</th>
<th>After White-Box Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting the flaw</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reporting the flaw</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compared the states before testing and after black-box testing using Pearson’s chi-squared test. We found that the black-box testing with the mobile client offered a significant help for testers to spot a flaw (P=0.008). In addition, we compared the effectiveness of our tool in the black-box and white-box testing. The results indicate that participants received a significantly greater support when using the TestAWARE client and code library in the white-box testing (P=0.02).

**Question 1: Does data replay from TestAWARE help the testing in the two tasks?** (average score: 90.8, median score: 90, standard deviation: 6.7) This question investigated whether our tool, in a practical manner, helps developers conduct both black-box and white-box testing of context-aware applications with data replay. The scores indicate that the participants largely perceived the necessity of data replay in the testing of context-aware applications, and that they identified a lack of tools to conduct data replay for this kind of testing. All participants considered data replay as a workable way to simplify the testing by avoiding collecting new samples of context in every round of testing. They also had unique opinions. In terms of testing cost, P2 stated: "Data replay reduces the cost of data collection in industrial testing, without loss of fidelity". Highlighting the support for automation, P5 stated: "To automate the testing, testers must have a tool for data replay". Regarding the likelihood to identify a bug, P11 and P13 commented that data replay can reproduce bugs to help testers understand the causes: "Without data replay, it is hard to reproduce a bug which was already detected in the past. If a detected bug cannot be reproduced, developers can hardly find the reason and fix the bug" (P13). The low standard deviation shows that the participants had a little divergence when judging...
the magnitude of usefulness. P8 giving a score of 80 stated: "Data replay is able to make the application run in testing. Testing it directly in real-world context can also be a way to go".

**Question 2: Does the TestAWARE mobile client help the testing in the first task?** (average score: 80.2, median score: 85, standard deviation: 15.1) This question was to check whether the TestAWARE mobile client supports developers to conduct the black-box testing. The scores show that the participants considered the mobile client as a useful component of our testing tool. The majority of participants commented that the client is easy to use and does not require testers to write scripts. However, the high standard deviation indicates that participants judge its usefulness differently. Regarding the search for bugs, P1 stated: "The client only replays the data for the tested application. It is hard to detect a bug because testers do not know whether the data is successfully received. And testers do not know the correct output from the tested application". In terms of testing coverage, P13 stated: "Testers do not know how completely the application is tested. A number of bugs may be missed". P2, P5 and P11 stated: "It does not help you locate the bugs". P12 stated: "It helps testers who do not write code. But many bugs can be missed".

**Question 3: Does the TestAWARE code library help the testing in the second task?** (average score: 91.2, median score: 90, standard deviation: 7.5) This question was to investigate whether the TestAWARE code library supports developers to conduct the white-box testing. The scores show that participants perceived the substantial usefulness of the code library, with little divergence indicated by the low standard deviation. Most participants commented that the code library enables the automation and more careful examination in the testing. P1 stated: "The commands can automate a large number of testing rounds". P8 stated: "The code library helps the testing on not only high levels, but also the level of unit testing and integration testing. It can examine every step of programs. It also locates the bug in the code". P6 stated: "It is easy to debug when a flaw is detected using the code library". P12 stated: "The code library allows testers to match the output of software and different input". However, they argued that it takes long time to conduct testing using the code library. P8 stated: "The limitation is that testers use a lot of time to write testing scripts". Accordingly, P13 suggested a solution: "In practice, we may test only important components using this way, rather than all details".

To confirm the effectiveness difference of our tool in the black-box and white-box testing, we compared the scores of Q2 and Q3. First, we tested the normality of each distribution using the popular Shapiro–Wilk test. We found that the scores of Q2 are not normally distributed (P=0.010), but those of Q3 are (P=0.070). Hence, we used Mann–Whitney U test to verify the difference. The test identified a significant difference between the two sets of scores (P=0.041).

**Question 4: Does the assertion function help the testing in the second task?** (average score: 89.5, median score: 90, standard deviation: 10.1) This question was to investigate whether the run-time assertion function of the TestAWARE code library provides help in the white-box testing. The high scores indicate that the participants appreciated the importance of assertions in the testing. All participants agreed that assertions accurately located the bug in the code. P2 stated: "Using run-time assertions is efficient and accurate. They are better than breakpoints because they require applications to run only once". However, the slightly high standard deviation indicated some limitations of run-time assertions: "Given a bug location, it still requires some logical analysis to fix the bug" (P10); "Although a bug is located, understanding the whole scenario causing the bug is sometimes a complex task" (P13).

**Question 5: Does the machine learning evaluator help the testing in the second task?** (average score: 82.7, median score: 90, standard deviation: 19.4) This question aimed to investigate whether the machine learning evaluator of our tool helps developers in analysing the machine learning performance of the application. The scores reveal a general endorsement among participants. P1 stated: "It quickly gives an initial performance summary to testers". P11 stated: "It reflects the quality of code which uses machine learning algorithms". Comparatively, some participants perceived only limited usefulness, causing the high standard deviation: "The tool evaluates machine learning using several simple measures. It may produce inaccurate evaluation results" (P6); "Common testers may not pay much attention to machine learning performance. Also, users may not care the accuracy of machine learning results" (P12).

**Question 6: Does the power estimator help the testing in the second task?** (average score: 83.2, median score: 90, standard deviation: 23.2) This question was to investigate whether the power estimator
helps developers to assess the power consumption. The scores show that the participants have the need to estimate the power consumption of context-aware applications. Regarding industrial mobile application development, P1 stated: “The assessment of power use is indeed a process in mobile software production. An estimation is useful for testers to refer to.” P10 stated: “Estimation of power use from different sensors can help testers balance the data collection and battery preservation.” However, several participants argued that the estimation may have large errors, resulting in the high standard deviation. P5 and P7 stated: “The tool has only estimation. It cannot measure the actual power consumption of practical usage”.

**Question 7: Does the processing speed evaluator help the testing in the second task?** (average score: 86.3, median score: 90, standard deviation: 10.4) This question aimed to investigate whether the processing speed evaluator helps developers in analysing the efficiency of certain procedures in the application. The scores reveal the considerable usefulness perceived by participants. P7 stated: “Response time is an essential index of user experience for mobile applications, especially for Android”. In terms of optimisation of applications, P6 stated: “It helps testers find the bottlenecks which testers may try to optimise”. P11 stated: “Testers can compare different implementations and find the best one”.

**Question 8: Is the maximal replay speed of audio, sensor and event data sufficient to in the testing?** (average score: 94.8, median score: 98, standard deviation: 5.7) This question was to investigate whether the maximal speed of data replay satisfies the need of developers in the testing. As indicated by the high scores and low standard deviation, all the participants agreed that the maximal replay speed suffices for efficient testing. P3 stated: “It is fast enough. It reduces the testing time compared to testing in the real context”. Regarding testing applications with longitudinal data collection, P11 and P12 stated: “The high speed is enough to quickly complete a test if the data was collected across a long time”.

**Question 9: Is it a useful feature of TestAWARE to support both physical device and emulator?** (average score: 96.9, median score: 100, standard deviation: 6.0) This question was to investigate whether TestAWARE helps developers in the testing by supporting both physical device and emulator. All participants agreed to the usefulness of the environment support, producing the high scores and low standard deviation. In terms of processing speed measurement, P1 and P4 stated: “Using real devices to measure process speed is reliable”. Regarding the convenience of development and testing, P6 stated: “I like to use emulator for development and testing due to the convenience”. Similarly, P8 stated: “Emulators are easy for testers to automate testing”. In terms of compatibility testing, P11 and P13 stated: “It is necessary to test applications on real devices for checking compatibility on different hardware and OS”.

## 6 DISCUSSION

Our overarching goal is to enable developers to test context-aware applications in laboratory settings. There are many reasons why this goal is desirable, including the ability to more systematically test the software, to enhance the reproducibility and replicability of test results, and primarily to reduce costs associated with participant-driven trials. Our tool enables developers to conduct automated tests in laboratory settings, thus greatly reducing the need (or offsetting the need) for user trials, at least in early stages of development of context-aware software. Clearly, we do not suggest that user trials are not needed, especially in terms of user interface design, but certainly automated testing can help in identifying functional and non-functional flaws.

### 6.1 User Study Findings

We begin by summarising the findings from our interviews with developers. The interviews first sought to investigate whether our tool can practically help developers test context-aware applications with data replay. Participants confirmed the necessity of data replay in the testing of context-aware applications, and they confirmed the lack of tools to conduct data replay for this kind of testing. Specifically, participants highlighted the simplicity of conducting multiple rounds of testing with TestAWARE. They also considered that data replay is effective in cost reduction, automation and bug reproduction. We also inquired the usefulness of the TestAWARE client in the black-box testing. The participants considered the client as a useful component because it is easy to use and does not require testers to write scripts. Additionally, participants considered the
code library as a useful component of the testing tool because of automation support, bug localisation and careful examination from low levels to high levels.

Regarding the testing of non-functional requirements, the participants felt that our tool supported them effectively for the analysis of machine learning performance, power consumption and processing speed. However, some participants argued that these three aspects are of different usefulness to them. They considered that processing speed is more useful than machine learning performance and power consumption estimation, due to the importance of user experience. In terms of the maximal speed of data replay, all participants agreed that the speed is sufficient for testers to conduct testing efficiently. Finally, all participants noted that support for both physical devices and emulated devices is crucial for testing. All the participants preferred the freedom to select testing environments between the two options. Some stated that, for convenience, they would only use emulator if they have data for replay. Some thought that they would always include physical devices in testing, not only for measuring processing speed, but also for the assurance of software compatibility.

To quantitatively evaluate our tool, we first statistically compared the effectiveness of our tool in the black-box and white-box testing. From the results of two testing tasks, we observed that our tool successfully supported testers in both the black-box and white-box testing. Furthermore, testers receive significantly greater help when the code library was used with the client. From the interviews, we confirmed this observation by the significant difference in the score distributions from the two related questions. Within the white-box testing support, the scores show that the assertion is a critical and useful feature of our tool. From the scores of the remaining questions, we confirmed the necessity of data replay and testing non-functional properties including machine learning performance, power consumption estimation and processing speed. The scores show that processing speed is of the highest usefulness among non-functional properties. Regarding the maximal speed of data replay, the scores show that testers can conduct testing efficiently with adequate replay speed. Regarding testing environments, the scores show that testers need the flexibility across real devices and emulators.

6.2 Data Replay for Testing

By replaying heterogeneous data including AWARE-compatible hardware sensors, Android events and audio files, developers can use TestAWARE to test the context-aware modules of mobile applications. The results of our user study suggest that data replay using TestAWARE simplifies the testing of context-aware applications. Compared to prior work such as MobiPlay and KnowMe, TestAWARE supports audio from microphone as an additional data source. Furthermore, TestAWARE allows developers to construct the intended context by creating simulated/synthetic data, or using data fusion to combine real-time data and replayed data. This is a key characteristic that can reduce the efforts and cost in data collection or dataset download. For example, manipulated data can be used to construct uncommon contexts, such as app crashes and human falls.

When replaying data using TestAWARE, developers can set a replay speed that is faster or slower than the real-time clock. This can accelerate the testing with longitudinal datasets. Also, by replaying data at a slow speed, developers can carefully verify the execution details of context-aware modules, such as step counter. If the data fusion uses a real-time data source, the replay speed must be set to 1 (i.e. real-time).

TestAWARE enables developers to manage data replay using either its mobile client (i.e., black-box testing) or the code library (i.e., white-box testing). As indicated by our interviews, the mobile client plays a crucial role in the testing when testers do not have programming skills. Challenging as programming is, the code library enables automated testing and allows developers to check low-level details of software code by recording the output of applications. In addition, the code library provides the only access to the testing of non-functional properties such as machine learning performance, energy consumption and processing speed.

Finally, TestAWARE can operate on either physical devices or device emulators. This offers developers the freedom to select suitable environments for the testing. As suggested during our interviews, given access to data for replay, it is convenient to use solely an emulator in testing. However, for the assurance of software compatibility, it is necessary to run applications and TestAWARE on physical devices. Also, if developers
conduct tests with data fusion involving both replayed data and real-time data, they have to use physical devices and set the data replay speed to 1 (i.e., as fast as the real-time clock). According to our results, the maximal data replay speed of audio, sensor and event data on emulators is significantly faster than that on physical devices. This means that emulators are more suitable than physical devices when replaying data of longitudinal datasets.

6.3 Testing Non-functional Properties

By modifying the application source code in white-box testing, developers can use TestAWARE to record application output for debugging as well as testing non-functional properties, which is an important task for mobile applications due to the limited computational resources and battery life on mobile devices [7]. TestAWARE provides an analysis of the machine learning performance, power consumption and processing speed of the targeted application. Developers can make of these features to optimise applications for non-functional requirements.

As indicated in our interviews and prior work [19], these properties may be of different importance to specific applications. For example, compared to processing speed, power consumption is not an important measure for an application processing audio since developers normally cannot change the configuration of the microphone. It is worth noting that TestAWARE does not force developers to write testing code for all features. According to the mechanisms of their context-aware applications, developers can include or exclude specific modules from the code library when writing the code for the white-box testing.

6.4 Implications for Testing Mobile Context-Aware Applications

This section summarises the impacts of our work to the testing of mobile context-aware applications, in terms of conducting effective testing using our tool (i.e., guidelines for testers) and designing similar testing tools (i.e., guidelines for testing tool developers/researchers).

6.4.1 Heterogeneous Data. Some mobile context-aware applications rely on only one kind of contextual data. Testers can easily find tools listed in Table 1 to replay or manipulate sensory data or events. For mobile context-aware applications collecting heterogeneous data, testers have much fewer selections. To test mobile applications based on audio data, testers can only choose TestAWARE. Unlike sensory data and events, common testers cannot write scripts to generate audio files for testing, since they are not human-readable.

Yet, to test mobile context-aware applications, TestAWARE is the only tool supporting sensory data, events and audio, enabling a new type of testing which is not covered by prior work. Testers can set a speed for data replay, conducting tests which are faster (e.g., to save time when testers use a longitudinal dataset) or slower (e.g., to carefully monitor the applications) than the real-time clock.

However, testers should have a suitable dataset for TestAWARE to replay. If testers are able to obtain such a dataset (e.g., by collecting application usage data from a sufficient number of users), tools, such as TestAWARE, enable the examination of dynamic behaviours and reduce the efforts in the testing of mobile context-aware applications, as discussed in similar work [22]. With such a dataset, testers can easily conduct regression testing in the future if they change the targeted application. Similarly, testers may reuse datasets to test other applications which process the same types of data as the targeted application.

When synchronising these three kinds of data in data replay, designers of testing tools should use:

1. the timestamps of sensory data and events. Typically, context management middleware (e.g., AWARE [10]) imprints a timestamp on each entry of sensory data and events. Designers should notice the format of timestamp, for example, in the unit of milliseconds or nanoseconds.

2. The frame numbers of an audio file. Audio files do not contain timestamps, but their sample rates are stable over time. For example, an audio file with 44.1kHz sample rate has 44100 samples per second. For audio files in a single channel (smartphone/tablet microphones normally generate audio in one channel), one frame contains one sample. Hence, in line with Algorithm 1, designers can use frame numbers to synchronise audio and other two types of data. To improve replay efficiency, designers can apply a buffer to replay a number of samples per time.
6.4.2 Multiple Sources of Testing Data. To encourage the reuse of datasets for faster and cheaper testing, it is important for testing tools to support multiple sources of testing data. However, none of existing tools allow testers to import a dataset from different sources. This issue lowers the chance of dataset reuse, possibly causing more labour, time and cost in testing. For example, rather than downloading an existing dataset from the Internet, testers must record a new dataset for MobiPlay [22] to replay in testing. Comparatively, using TestAWARE, testers can import data from online databases, local device storage (e.g., data files in AWARE format) and the manipulator (e.g., creating a dataset with manipulated values). Furthermore, testers can also lean on the record-and-replay testing method because TestAWARE uses the data format of AWARE. That is, testers can first record data using AWARE and then replay the recorded data using TestAWARE.

To support multiple data sources, developers of testing tools may follow the same implementation of TestAWARE. Data from online databases can be downloaded by common query statements such as SQL. Unlike directly downloading a file, this method has sufficient safety under data encryption and access control. Access to local device storage (e.g., record-and-replay) is a trivial task for mobile developers. To implement a data manipulator, developers can refer to the data format of the testing tool. To improve dataset reuse, they should use the data format of a popular context management middleware that is already used by previous projects and studies, rather than inventing a new format. Moreover, if they refer to an open-source context management middleware, they can save significant time by reusing its code of data management.

6.4.3 Black-box Testing. Existing testing tools mostly emphasise the support of black-box testing. However, when using some of them, testers must modify the way the targeted application receives data, such as reading data from files on MobiPlay [22]. TestAWARE also implements this feature using a mobile client running together with the targeted application. Using TestAWARE, testers do not have to change the targeted application (except applications based on audio data, because they listen to microphone. For audio replay without loss of audio quality, these applications should receive audio data from another channel.), because TestAWARE sends the data using Android Intent with the same data format as AWARE. To conduct black-box testing on applications, testers can efficiently switch off AWARE data collection (i.e., the normal way applications collect data) and start data replay of TestAWARE. Applications, ignorantly, receive the replayed data from the same channel. Hence, TestAWARE does not require coding skills from testers for black-box testing. A drawback of TestAWARE, as well as other tools, in black-box testing is that it only replays data for applications to process and does not explicitly report or locate bugs. Testers themselves should draw conclusions. If testers are sceptical about the application, they should further conduct white-box testing.

To enable black-box testing, developers of testing tools may adapt the mobile client part of TestAWARE. Importantly, to encourage testing conducted by testers without programming skills, developers should not modify the original way the targeted application collects data, unless there are technical difficulties (e.g., applications based on audio data must use another channel to receive replayed data, rather than listening to microphone). Regarding the help in bug detection, black-box testing can hardly explicitly report or locate bugs because of the ignorance of internal details. Developers may implement CPU and memory monitoring features which can provide indirect evidence for testers to infer the existence of some flaws such as memory leakage.

6.4.4 White-box Testing. For general mobile context-aware applications, none of extant tools support white-box testing. Using TestAWARE, testers can conduct white-box testing by its APIs of the code library provided in a Java’s JAR package. To check the internal details of applications, testers can output values or apply assertions (i.e., comparing the actual value and the expected value) on values inside the source code. Using the code library of TestAWARE, testers can record the dynamic behaviours of applications at run time which lead to accurate bug localisation and careful examination from low levels to high levels, as demonstrated in our user study. Furthermore, the code library allows testers to automate dataset management (i.e., downloading data, replaying data and stopping replay), indicating that testers can perform large-scale testing on a large number of devices or emulators. To test applications based on audio data, testers must change the way applications receive data due to the speciality of microphone data stream. Based on the audio data receiving API in the code library, testers are able to include audio as a data source in the data replay.

As highlighted by our work, white-box testing is a promising and useful feature which developers of testing tools may implement in future work. They can employ the mechanism of the code library, allowing
testers to insert testing code inside their applications. To support the examination of applications’ internal behaviours, developers should design the commands and a result recorder for value output and assertions. For testing automation, developers should create commands for the controls of data management and replay. For the cases where testers have to change the way applications receive data, it is necessary for developers to provide corresponding data receiving commands for these applications to collect data from a new channel. Beyond TestAWARE, developers may include code coverage criteria, such as statement coverage and decision coverage, in their tools to assess the completeness of white-box testing.

6.4.5 Non-functional Testing. A small number of extant tools are specialised for testing non-functional properties of mobile applications, including machine learning performance, processing speed and power consumption estimation. However, they do not provide any features for functional testing at the same time, causing testers to spend more time and efforts on a complete testing process using different tools. This issue raises considerable challenges for regression testing which happens after every new change in software. To avoid this problem, testers can use TestAWARE which is able to conduct non-functional testing in parallel with functional testing. For the evaluation of machine learning performance and processing speed, testers can insert corresponding commands which record machine learning results and execution timestamp at the run time of programs. For the estimation of power consumption, testers need to provide a sensor power model for a specific device because each sensor on different devices varies in power use. TestAWARE records all the results on the device storage and reports them via the UI of the mobile client. Testers can also analyse each entry of the results by reading the data from the device storage.

Developers of testing tools should provide similar support for non-functional testing. For machine learning performance, they may implement more measures (e.g., Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) Area) beyond precision and recall. To achieve this, developers need to collect more run-time information from different machine learning algorithms. When recording timestamps for the measurement of processing speed, TestAWARE only allows testers to provide a name of the test. To support better evaluation of processing speed, developers can apply an assertion feature, which can be used by testers to compare the actual and the expected execution time. With this feature, testers can better find the bottlenecks in the programs in terms of processing speed. For the measurement of power consumption, developers can adapt the estimation method used by TestAWARE. Furthermore, they can attempt to monitor the actual power use of the targeted application on device battery. However, this is difficult because the operating system and testing tool also consume power at the run time of the targeted application. Developers could investigate how to accurately distinguish the power consumption from different sources.

6.4.6 Testing on Physical Devices and Emulators. To examine properties such as compatibility and processing speed, it is necessary for testers to run their applications on physical devices. Using TestAWARE, testers can run tests for their applications running on any smartphone and tablet with Android OS, which is the most popular mobile platform in the market. Also, supporting physical devices enables the data fusion of replayed data and the data collected by sensors in real time. For example, to test location-based applications, testers can use real-time GPS coordinates (i.e., using the GPS location from AWARE middleware) together with replayed data for other sensors (i.e., using TestAWARE data replayer). In some cases (e.g., physical devices do not have an OS version required in testing), testers need emulators to conduct testing. With TestAWARE, testers can also perform data replay and functional/non-functional testing on emulators. Regarding non-functional testing on emulators, the measurement of processing speed depends on the PC hardware of emulators, providing limited usefulness. Based on the results of our experiments on the maximal replay speed of data replay, testers should be aware that PC-based emulators can replay data significantly faster than actual smartphones and tablets. Testers can take advantage of PC-based emulators in testing scenarios where testers aim to efficiently replay longitudinal datasets in short testing time.

To enable the support of physical devices and emulators, developers of testing tools can simply implement their tools as applications on the targeted OS platform. For Android, developers can reuse the implementation of TestAWARE. As Android is implemented in Java, developers can make a Java’s JAR package as a code library for the API commands of white-box testing. For other platforms, developers should use the corresponding programming languages for the implementation of testing tools and code libraries (e.g., Swift
for iOS, C# for Windows Phone). Note that the mechanism of data replay functions may be restricted by different mobile platforms (e.g., the sandbox policy of iOS higher than 7.0 bans inter-process communication).

6.4.7 Benefits of using TestAWARE. In summary of the above aspects, we identify a number of unique features of TestAWARE that can benefit testers in testing mobile context-aware applications, beyond extant testing tools. In Table 4 we demonstrate the benefits brought by each unique feature of TestAWARE.

With TestAWARE, testers can conduct new types of testing: testing applications collecting audio data, and white-box testing. When initialising synchronised replay with any of sensory, event and audio data, testers can define the speed of data replay for tests which are faster or slower than the real-time clock. To alleviate the difficulties of finding testing data, TestAWARE improves the chance of dataset reuse. To reduce the time and cost in testing, TestAWARE automates and simplifies the data preparation phase, the process of black-box testing and non-functional testing. Also, to save time in white-box testing and non-functional testing, TestAWARE can conduct these two at the same time by providing a code library with API commands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting synchronised replay of sensory, event and audio data, with replay speed setting</td>
<td>Enabling the testing of applications collecting any of sensory, event and audio data. Allowing tests which are faster or slower than the real-time clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting testing data from online, local source and manipulation</td>
<td>Increasing the chance of dataset reuse. Simplifying the data preparation phase before tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting black-box testing without requiring any modification for receiving data</td>
<td>Simplifying the process of black-box testing. Encouraging tests performed by testers which do not have corresponding programming skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling white-box testing</td>
<td>Allowing testers to examine internal details of application and locate bugs from low levels to high levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing a code library for white-box testing and non-functional testing</td>
<td>Automating data preparation, white-box testing and non-functional testing. Simplifying non-functional testing. Allowing testers to conduct white-box testing and non-functional testing at the same time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5 Limitations and Future Work

TestAWARE is implemented on Android. We are aware that the fragmentation of Android causes the inconsistency of sensor value representations from different hardware manufacturers. E.g., for the proximity sensor, some manufacturers use \([0, 1]\) to represent a negative or positive. However, other manufacturers use \([0, 15]\) or \([0, 100]\). These representations are all valid on Android platforms. If sensor values are collected on one device, it may be challenging for another device to recognise the values of the data replay in the testing. Developers may have to transform the representations of the datasets for testing their applications.

Regarding the implementation of TestAWARE on iOS, we found that the sandbox policy of iOS higher than 7.0 does not allow any inter-process communication, meaning that the targeted application can never receive the replayed data from an external testing tool. To perform effective data replaying, a tool must act as a module inside the targeted application (e.g., as a combination of a file reader and data replayer which the targeted application can import). However, this implies the modification of the source code of the targeted application, causing black-box testing to become impossible. Future research can investigate the suitable design of the tool for iOS, as well as other unpopular mobile platforms.

In our experiments, we quantified the maximal replay speed of audio, sensor and event data on smartphones, tablets and PC-based emulators. The experiment used one thread and one type of data per time.
In practice, the testing often involves heterogeneous data in the replay. When replaying multiple data sources at a high speed, the maximal replay speed may reduce because the number of CPU cores may be lower than the number of data sources.

For future work, we plan to include video data in the replay since most smartphones and tablets have dual cameras. Also, smartwatches with diverse sensors are becoming increasingly popular recently. We plan to design a smartwatch version of TestAWARE for the testing of smartwatch-based context-aware applications.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present TestAWARE, a laboratory-oriented testing tool for mobile context-aware applications, which can download, replay and construct contextual data on either physical devices or emulators. To support both black-box and white-box testing, TestAWARE is designed and implemented as a novel architecture with two components: a mobile client and code library. In black-box testing, developers can manage data replay from the mobile client without writing testing scripts or changing the source code of the targeted application. In white-box testing, the code library supports developers to automate data replay by writing testing scripts and conduct functional examinations using run-time assertions. With the code library, developers can also test non-functional properties of the targeted application, including machine learning performance, energy use and processing speed in real-time clock. We evaluated TestAWARE by quantifying its maximal data replay speed and conducting a user study with 13 professional developers. We found that PC-based emulators can replay data significantly faster than physical devices including smartphones and tablets. The results of the user study confirm the usefulness of TestAWARE in the testing of mobile context-aware applications in the laboratory settings. In the scope of testing mobile context-aware applications, our work provides multiple implications to conduct tests and testing tool design, which can guide both testers and developers (including researchers) of testing tools.
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